
piINLINE®plus

•  The first inline vacuum generator with an alternative to use atmospheric air as an option to 
release products for saving compressed air  

•  25% more energy efficient compared to the competition due to using the most energy efficient 
way to generate vacuum - the patented COAX® technology   

•  Efficient use of the compressed air to release the products (AQR)  

•  Short installation time thanks to the push in connection  

•  Provides one of the absolutely best solutions when looking for low weight end of arm tooling 
thanks to its super light weight   

•  Global fit thanks to its availability in both metric and imperial connections   

•  High reliability with improved uptime as the release function is based on a durable dust-proof 
membrane  

•  Extremely long lifetime as it can be disassembled and cleaned instead of buying a replacement  

•  Outstanding performance in the entire feed pressure range of 4.5-6 bar [65-87 psi]

The piINLINE®plus is an inline vacuum generator optimized for the 
auto motive industry. Why?
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Ultra-lightweight decentralized ejector family with integrated release function ( Exhaust Block principle (EBR) or with Atmospheric Quick Release

(AQR)), suitable for pick and place applications such as press to press transfer in automotive.

Efficient and patented COAX® ejector with lower air consumption and faster response as compared to corresponding competitive products.

Ejector with new STX nozzle gives extra fast response and a faster EBR (release) function. Also recommended in very dirty/dusty environments.  

Compressed air and vacuum ports inline.

Easy to install directly on the vacuum hose, close to suction cup.

Configurable product with several options for different push-in diameters, metric and imperial.

Option to include a suction cup holder, ball mount or lock-pin style, found in automotive gripper tooling.

Vacuum Sensing port available as option in configurator.
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